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History comes alive! Canaanites, Israelites, Assyrians, Babylonians, Greeks, Romans,
Crusaders, Mamelukes – you will meet them all, and more, on the pages of "A Historical Tour of
the Holy Land" as you tour from event to event in the history of this small piece of land nestled
between Egypt and the Fertile Crescent. Concise and easy to read, replete with colour
photographs, maps, diagrams and short descriptions of the Hebrew Scriptures, the New
Testament and the Koran, this book is impartial and thus suitable for those who are interested in,
or intrigued by, the long and often turbulent history of the Land of Israel, the Holy Land.

...authored by a skilled veteran tour guide Beryl Ratzer, A Historical Tour will help your visit focus
on the true worth and value of our holy land (Israel) within the context of our faith in G-d and love
of the Land of Israel. --Alan Jay Gerber, The Jewish Star: The Kosher BookwormRatzer's book is
strongest when it comes to photos and the use of period quotes to guide the reader through the
numerous sites. The reader is invited to see the Holy Land variously through the eyes of Mark
Twain (1867) and the Sennacherib (704 BCE). For those looking for a short history of the Holy
Land, perfect as a gift or for tourists, this is a wonderful volume and a welcome contribution. --
Seth J. Frantzman, Tour Guides Association in IsraelThis is one of those very rare guide books
that answers the three 'W"s: When, Where, What. It's a very successful effort on several levels. It
is lightweight (160 pp) and can be easily carried in a tote bag or backpack while touring. I take
off my "kova tembel" in admiration, and compliment Beryl Ratzer on being the author of a truly
user-friendly tour of Israel. --Pnina Moed Kass,Esra Magazine --This text refers to the paperback
edition.From the AuthorAs a veteran Israeli guide I realised that there was no concise history
book for the amateur historian wanting to understand the complex history of this small piece of
land nestled between Egypt and the Fertile Crescent so I wrote and published this book in 1996.
An updated editon was published in 2000 and the third edition in 2010. My greatest joy is when
people who are not history buffs tell me they enjoyed the book and learnt from it. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverCanaanites, Israelites, Assyrians,
Babylonians, Greeks, Romans, Crusaders, Mamelukes, Jews, Christians and Moslems - you will
meet them all in the pages of this book. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorThe author is a registered Israeli guide working mainly with English speaking groups from
all over the world. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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dc2199-043809CIPTO THE READERThe inspiration for “A Historical Tour of the Holy Land”
came from the many questions asked by the people I have guided over the years. Thank you
all.This volume is not only for those who have visited Israel and want a souvenir which is more
than a collection of beautiful photographs. It is also for those interested in, or intrigued by, the
long and often turbulent history of the Holy Land.As the Bible, both the Hebrew and Christian
scriptures, has been used only as a source for historical knowledge, this book is equally suitable
for readers of all religions or no religion at all.History, for me, used to be about forgotten events
and dead people. Through archaeological excavations, history has come alive. I can sense the
people and events that passed through this piece of land, wedged between Egypt and the
Fertile Crescent. Perhaps this book can convey that feeling to you, the reader.The length of the
chapters differs due to the varied amount of written sources for each period and to the fact that,
while sometimes this area was a major player on the stage of history, at others it was desolate
and unimportant — not even a minor role!The speed at which the first two editions sold
surprised even my optimistic family! While the third edition was updated to the events of 2009
and published also in Russian and Spanish this, the electronic version includes more quotes
from official documents.If your appetite is whetted for more, the bibliography is a good place to
begin. A visit is even better.B.R.My thanks to those who inspired me to writeand to those who
converted my computer pages into a real book;to my readers who made this third edition
possible;to my family,who kept me going whenI felt that I had bitten off more than I could
chew;and finally, to my husband,who, in addition to everything else, also carried my



cameras.CONTENTS:Chronology of Historical PeriodsChapter 1:Prehistory to Middle Bronze
AgeChapter 2:General Introduction: Hebrew ScripturesChapter 3:Torah: Abraham to
MosesChapter 4:Israelite Period, First TempleChapter 5:Second Temple PeriodChapter
6:Mishnah and TalmudChapter 7:Early Arab PeriodChapter 8:Crusader PeriodChapter
9:Mameluke PeriodChapter 10:Ottoman PeriodChapter 11:British MandateChapter 12:State of
IsraelBibliographyIndex of names, places and subjectsList of MapsCHRONOLOGY OF
HISTORICAL PERIODSSometimes different names have been used for identical or overlapping
periods, depending on the historical events they encompass. The following table highlights
those parallel periods and their time frames. The dates are those which are generally accepted,
but you may well have a reference book with slightly different dates.4000 - 3150 BCEChalcolithic
Age3150 - 1200 BCEEarly, Middle and Late Bronze Ages1200 - 586 BCEIron Age, Israelite
Periodc 955 - 586 BCE First Templec 1030 - 928 BCE United Kingdomc 928 - 586 BCE
Kingdom of Judahc 928 - 723 BCE Kingdom of Israel538 – 333 BCEPersian Period515 BCE -
70 CE Second Temple333 - 63 BCEHellenistic Period166 - 37 BCE Hasmonean Dynasty63
BCE - 633 CERoman and Byzantine Period63 BCE - 333 CE Roman Pagan70 - c 450 Mishna
and Talmud333 - 633 Byzantine Period633 - 1099Arab Period1099 - 1287Crusader Period1287
- 1517Mameluke Period1517 - 1917Ottoman Period1917 - 1948British Mandate1920 -
1948League of Nations1948 -State of Israelc.: circa (approximate date)BCE (before Common
Era) and CE (Common Era) are the alternative designations for BC and AD in scholarly
literatureDistances (as the crow flies)Metulla to Eilat420 km./260 milesAcco to Jordan river50
km./31 milesNetanya to 1949 armistice line16 km./10 milesTel Aviv to Jordan river70 km./44
milesAshdod to Jerusalem57 km./36 milesKinneret (Sea of Galilee)212 metres/650 feet below
sea level, max.Length & width: 20 km x 12 / 12 x 10 milesDead Sea400/1300 feet metres below
sea level, max.Length & width: 75 km x 17 km / 47 miles x 11 milesPlaces on Map -
Numerically1. Metullah Z-A19. Megiddo Y-C37. Hebron Y-F2. Banias Z-A20. Beit Shean Z-C38.
Gat X-F3. Dan Z-A21. Zichron Ya’acov X-C39. Beit Guvrin/Maresha Y-E4. Kiryat Shmona Z-A22.
Caesarea X-C40. Lachish X-F5. Hatzor Z-A23. Netanya X-D41. Ashdod X-E6. Safed Z-B24.
Nablus/Shechem Y-D42. Ashkelon X-E7. Katzerin Z-B25. Shiloh Z-D43. Gaza X-F8. Rosh
haNikra Y-A26. Beth El Y-E44. Ein Gedi Z-F9. Acco Y-B27. Gibeon Y-E45. Masada Z-F10. Haifa
X-B28. Latrun Y-E46. Arad Y-F11. Beit Shearim Y-B29. Jaffa/Tel Aviv X-D47. Be’er Sheva X-G12.
Sephoris/Zippori Y-B30. Rishon leZion X-E48. Sedom Z-G13. Horns of Hittin Y-B31. Ramla X-
E49. Avdat Y-H14. Capernaum Z-B32. Beit Shemesh Y-E50. Mizpeh Ramon Y-H15. Tiberias Z-
B33. Jerusalem Y-E51. Timna Y-K16. Nazareth Y-B34. Jericho Z-E52. Eilat Y-K17. Atlit X-C35.
Qumran Z-E18. Jezreel Y-C36. Bethlehem Y-ESCALE MAP“The Carpentry Shop” in the Ramon
Crater is a natural rock formation shaped over time by various pressures into ribbed,
symmetrical columnsCHAPTER 1The first chapter of Genesis tells the story of the Creation.
Modern scientific studies in physics, geology, cosmology, etc., elaborate, confirm or contest this
concise explanation of the beginning of everything.“In the beginning God createdthe heaven and
the earth.”Gen 1:1The opening words of the Book of Genesis,which in Hebrew is called “Be-



Reshit” –“In the beginning.”“And God said, Let the waters under the heaven be gathered together
unto one place, and let the dry land appear: and it was so. And God called the dry land Earth;
and the gathering together of the waters called He Seas: and God saw that it was good.”Gen
1:9-10Traveling the length of the country one can savor the geological splendors and contrasts.
Going through the Ramon Machtesh, the strata of the formation of the Earth’s crust are exposed
in all their beauty. In Timna Park, erosion has created the magnificent pillars, sometimes
incorrectly called Solomon’s Pillars.Chemicals in the soil have added color contrasts, as in the
Red Canyon. Earth movement, which causes destructive earthquakes, also created waterfalls,
such as the chimney near Metullah. The rounded hills of the Golan are extinct volcanoes which
spewed out lava — today the black basalt rock.Cave drawing from Mitzpeh Ramon museum
gardenNatufian burial site in Carmel mountainsDolmen in the GolanIn the 1930s, in order to
build the port of Haifa, extensive quarrying was begun in the Carmel Mountain range. How
fortunate that sharp eyes detected the caves of prehistoric man before they were destroyed.
Molluscs fossilized into the rocks indicate the changing level of the sea. When prehistoric man
used these caves, he could almost cast his fishing line from the cave entrance.Early man was a
nomad, constantly moving, searching for his food — the animals that he hunted. When he
realized that not only could he eat some of the things that grow, but could plant and reap and be
the master of some of his food requirements, he began the process of settling down.At the
beginning of the century the agronomist Aaron Aaronsohn proved that it was in this area that
wild wheat was first domesticated — without even knowing that prehistoric man lived here.With
the process of settling down we enter the Stone Age, so called because man began to use tools
— made of stone. The settlements were probably extended family units and, apart from the
tools, very little else remains.About this time there are signs of burial customs. Bodies were
sometimes laid in the fetal position and, more important for research, were buried with
ornaments. These were usually shells or stones and, by analyzing the source of these
semiprecious stones, one can map the areas covered by trade in those early times.The burial
sites were the earliest stone structures, known as dolmens because of their table-like shape.
The Gamla area is dotted with dolmens.Man’s next major stepping stone was when he
discovered that some mud, when heated, became hard — the beginning of pottery. The different
quality of the pottery, its distinctive shapes and decorations guide the archaeologist in the dating
process.Settlements grew beyond the extended family and urbanization began. Settlements
were close to a water source, usually sufficiently elevated to give a clear view of the surrounding
area, often on one of the main traveling routes. These same locations will be used again and
again over the centuries and will become known as tells.The traveling routes too, were in
constant use and form the basis of the modern road system. The Via Maris was the oldest route
from Egypt to the north and from there to the Fertile Crescent, traversing the land of
Canaan.Tuthmose III of Egypt described the route he took to conquer Megiddo about four
thousand years ago. Just recently, as the modern road through the same Iron Valley was
widened, work had to be delayed in order to conduct excavations on ancient sites found along



the way.Jericho boasts of being the oldest city in the world — eight thousand years old. How do
we define a “city”? Why should people have settled there particularly? For our purposes “city”
refers to a settlement where there is building other than huts for living in, when someone has
assumed leadership and directed the community to build a wall around their encampment, or a
storage pit, or a temple.“His majesty (Thutmose III, c. 1490-1436 BCE — B.R.) ordered a
conference with his victorious army, speaking as follows: “That enemy of Kadesh has come and
has entered into Megiddo. He is there at this moment. He has gathered to him the princes of
every foreign country which had been loyal to Egypt,…their horses and their armies and their
people, and he says; ‘I shall wait here in Megiddo.’ Will ye tell me what is in your hearts?’“‘What
is it like to go on this road which becomes so narrow? the foe waiting on the other side is
becoming more numerous. Will the vanguard of us be fighting while the rearguard is waiting here
(at Tel Iron — B.R.) unable to fight. There are two other roads, one to the east comes out at
Ta’anach, the other to the north. Let our victorious army proceed on whichever you choose but
do not make us go on that difficult road.’”“‘As Re loves me…my majesty shall proceed on this
Aruna road! …Lest these enemies say: ‘Has His Majesty set out on another road because he
has become afraid of us?’ I will not let my army go forth ahead of my majesty.” …Every man was
made aware of his order of march, horse following horse, in single file, while His Majesty was at
the head of his army,…exhorting. “Capture ye my victorious army…for the capturing of Megiddo
is the capturing of a thousand towns.”“Now everything which his majesty did to this town and to
that wretched enemy and his wretched army is recorded day by day by the individual troop
commanders.”Adapted from J.B. Pritchard, ed., Ancient Near East Texts Relating to the Old
Testsment (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1950), 235The site that was to become
Jericho had two advantages: fresh water from natural springs and its proximity to the lowest
point on Earth. The springs ensured abundant food, and the lowest place on Earth, the Dead
Sea, was the source of salt, without which man cannot survive. Salt was probably one of the first
items traded.About five thousand years ago man discovered that copper and tin could be mined,
heated, alloyed and then used to make tools more efficient than those of stone. Thus was born
the Bronze Age.The archaeological excavations at Timna reveal how pits were dug and furnaces
built. An analysis of the slag that was left behind indicates the heat in those furnaces. The temple
close by was no less important than the furnace, perhaps more so, for one had to pray for safety
and to give thanks to the gods.For the archaeologist, the temple area provides a wealth of
information. The figurines of the gods, the altars, and perhaps even the remains of the sacrifices,
help tell a story about ancient man.Much of our knowledge of this period comes to us from
excavations of tells, such as Megiddo, Lachish, Hatzor and Dan. What is a tell?Take a small hill
close to a water source. Build a few mud houses on it. Perhaps a wall around them. Burial sites
on the slope of the hill. Decades pass. The settlement is deserted — perhaps it was attacked
and destroyed, perhaps there was a drought and the people moved. Dust and sand cover
everything.“And Joshua at that time turned back, and took Hazor, and smote the king thereof ith
a sword: for Hazor beforetime was the head of all those kingdoms.”Josh 11:10Aerial view of Tel



MegiddoMiddle Bronze gateway at Tel DanMore decades pass. New people build on the ruins.
Once again the tell is deserted and rebuilt. Stone buildings instead of mud brick. Thicker walls. A
massive gateway. A larger temple area. Again destruction — rebuilding. Dust and sand cover
each layer.This time a different style of gateway. Casemate instead of solid walls. Slowly the little
hill grows in height. The final destruction and then it will be covered with dust, dirt and maybe
even bushes, or will slowly erode, until a twentieth- century archaeologist realizes what lies
buried in the hill.Many tells, including those mentioned above, have over twenty identifiable
levels. Some, like Arad, are less complicated and have only a few levels. Deciphering the
artifacts and buildings found in each level adds to our knowledge of the ancient periods.Positive
dating is difficult. Carbon-14 testing has a margin of error of about two hundred years and so is
only viable when finds are Stone Age and earlier. For later periods, artifacts are correlated with
those found in neighboring areas, such as Egypt, the Fertile Crescent, Asia Minor and the Greek
Islands, where there is often an agreed-upon chronology and dating.The land of Canaan was
not a country with a central ruler. It was made up of many city-states, sometimes allied with one
another, sometimes at war, sometimes allied with Egypt, sometimes with the kingdoms of
Mesopotamia. It was a land bridge connecting Africa, Europe and Asia, through which the
armies of Egypt, of the kingdoms of the Fertile Crescent and the kingdoms of Asia Minor had to
pass on their campaigns of military expansion.Pharaohs and kings listed the Canaanite cities
they conquered in the battle annals engraved on their temples. Based on their geographical and
topographical descriptions, archaeologists are able to identify such cities as Dan, Hatzor,
Lachish, Megiddo and Arad, to name a few.After the conquest of the land of Canaan by the
Israelites, this area became known as the Kingdom of Israel. As we continue from period to
period, we will follow the various name changes that occur.The following table should help to
connect historical events to archaeological periods.CHAPTER 2The Hebrew Scriptures, also
known as the Old Testament, are a major source of information for events that took place in the
land of Canaan and then in the Kingdoms of Israel and Judah. Inscriptions uncovered in
archaeological excavations throughout the ancient Near East are another.We are going to travel
with the Scriptures, dwelling not on the religious, moral or universal message, but wandering
along its chronological path, for that is the path this book follows.In Hebrew, the Scriptures are
known as “Tanach” (ta-na-ch), a word made up of three consonants just as the Tanach itself is
made up of three separate sections. These are: 1) Torah (ta), the Pentateuch; 2) Neviim (na),
Prophets; 3) K’tuvim (ch), the Writings.The Torah consists of Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers and Deuteronomy, traditionally given to Moses on Mount Sinai. Some Bible critics
doubt this, believing that the books evolved over an extended period. There is no consensus for
the disputed dating of any of the five books or their canonization.Starting with the story of the
creation, the Torah continues with the evolution of the descendants of Abraham to become the
Israelite people and ends with the death of Moses.It includes the 613 mitzvot or
commandments, which the Israelite nation, and later the Jewish people, are exhorted to obey. It
also details the Jewish holy days. One of the fifty-three portions into which it is divided is read



every Shabbat (Sabbath).The Books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel I and II and Kings I and II were
considered by the sages to have been written by a prophet, so together with Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Ezekiel and the twelve minor prophets they make up the section headed “the Prophets.”The
canonization of “the Prophets” is generally thought to have taken place circa 200 BCE.
Historically, they cover the period from Moses’ death to the Babylonian exile after the destruction
of the First Temple in 586 BCE.The last section, K’tuvim, was only finally selected and
canonized around 90 CE. The books forming K’tuvim are Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Song of Songs,
Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah and Chronicles I and II.Ezra
and Nehemiah deal with the return of the exiles from Babylon and the beginning of the Second
Temple period. Chronicles detail the genealogy and history from Adam to the declaration of
Cyrus of Persia allowing the rebuilding of the Temple in Jerusalem.In the Christian version of the
Old Testament, these books appear in a slightly different order. The Tanach was translated into
Greek probably sometime in the third century BCE by seventy translators. Known as the
Septuagint, it included the Apocrypha (from the Greek word meaning hidden).The Apocrypha
contains fifteen books, including the first and second books of the Maccabees, which relate to
the Jewish revolt against Greek-Seleucid rule, 165-162 BCE. These books were available when
K’tuvim was canonized in the first century CE, but were omitted. The Greek Orthodox and other
Eastern Churches use the Septuagint and retain the Apocrypha.The archaeological site of
Qumran“Now these are the names of the children of Israel, which came into Egypt; every man
and his household came with Jacob.”The opening wordsof the Book of Exodus,which in Hebrew
is calledShemot, “names”“And the lord called unto Moses, and spake unto him out of the
tabernacle of the congregation….”The opening words of theBook of Leviticus, which inHebrew is
called Va-Yikra, “He called”“And the lord spake unto Moses in the wilderness of Sinai….”The
opening wordsof the Book of Numbers,which in Hebrew iscalled Be-Midbar,“in the
wilderness”“These be the words which Moses spake unto all Israel….”The opening wordsof the
Book of Deuteronomy,which in Hebrew is calledDevarim, “words”The Vulgate, the Latin
translation of the Hebrew Scriptures, and the Greek Septuagint by Hieronymus (St. Jerome) in
the fourth century, were the basis for the best-known English version, the King James Bible.
Since then, there have been many and varied translations. The early Catholic Church excluded
the Apocrypha but reversed this decision at the Council of Trent in 1546. From the beginning of
the Reformation in the sixteenth century, the Protestant Churches retained the Apocrypha.The
Dead Sea Scrolls include the earliest known biblical manuscripts and are generally dated first
century BCE – first century CE. Every book of the Tanach (Hebrew Scriptures) excluding the
Book of Esther is represented. Some are complete and are in an excellent state of preservation,
such as the Isaiah scroll. Others are merely fragments. Almost all of these books (each was
actually a scroll, written on a long, rolled parchment made of animal hides) were written in
Hebrew.A portion of the Dead Sea ScrollsThe Apocrypha are represented, as well as hitherto
unknown wisdom literature and commentaries. Three unique scrolls, generally known as the
Temple Scroll, the Manual of Discipline and the War Scroll (which refers to “the sons of light” and



“the sons of darkness”) shed light on the philosophy and customs of the Dead Sea sects,
including perhaps the Essenes.Now, let us continue on our journey.FERTILE
CRESCENTCHAPTER 3The biblical stories in Genesis cannot be definitely dated but are
usually placed in the archaeological period known as the MB (Middle Bronze Age, 1800 to 1600
BCE).Abraham was born in Ur, at the head of the Persian Gulf. He wandered along the Fertile
Crescent to the land known as Canaan, where he settled in the plains around Hebron. His
nephew Lot settled in the Jordan Valley, near Sodom, one of the five cities in the fertile plain at
the southern end of the Dead Sea.“Now the Lord had said unto Abram, Get thee out of thy
country, and from thy kindred, and from thy father’s house, unto a land that I will shew thee: And I
will make of thee a great nation, and I will bless thee, and make thy name great; and thou shalt
be a blessing: And I will bless them that bless thee, and curse him that curseth thee: and in thee
shall all families of the earth be blessed.”Gen 12:1-3Rock formation on Mount Sodom“Then the
lord rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah brimstone and fire from the lord out of
heaven.”Gen 19:24The biblical narrative tells us that Sodom and its neighbor, Gomorrah, were
evil cities and were going to be destroyed by God. Lot managed to flee but was told not to look
back. His wife did — and was turned into a pillar of salt.Archaeological excavations show us that
the southern tip of the Dead Sea was fertile, well fed by natural springs and populated. All this
was destroyed and the area remained desolate almost up to present times. Today hundreds of
thousands of tourists visit there annually.Thanks to a unique combination of sulphur springs,
richly oxygenated air and filtered sun rays (this being the lowest place on earth, 400 m or 1300 ft.
below sea level) this area is endowed with therapeutic properties.Sufferers from psoriasis and
other skin diseases, as well as from rheumatic pains, take the cure at the many hotels along the
Dead Sea coast. The healthy enjoy the sensation of floating on the water and being covered with
the black mud.Various views of the Dead SeaThree times God blessed Abraham: “I will make of
thee a great nation and I will bless thee” (Gen 12:2); “unto thy seed will I give this land” (Gen
12:7); “Arise, walk through the land in the length of it and in the breadth of it; for I will give it unto
thee” (Gen 13:17).But his wife Sarah was barren. Ishmael was born of the handmaiden Hagar.
Due to Sarah’s jealousy they were cast out into the Sinai Desert where, according to tradition,
Ishmael became the ancestor of the Bedouin tribes of the southern desert.Finally Sarah, in her
old age, gave birth to Isaac. Abraham and his family lived in the arid Negev in the vicinity of Be’er
Sheva, by whose wells he and Abimelech swore a pact of friendship.Abraham’s faith in one God
was put to the test when he was told “Take now thy son, thine only son Isaac, whom thou lovest,
and get thee into the land of Moriah; and offer him there for a burnt offering upon one of the
mountains which I will tell thee of” (Gen 22:2).Mount Moriah, where Abraham, ready to sacrifice
Isaac, instead sacrificed a ram that was caught in the thicket, is traditionally identified as the
place where the First and Second Temples to the God of Israel were built, and where, today, the
Dome of the Rock stands.When Sarah died, Abraham purchased from Ephron the Hittite a field
and cave at Mamre, the Cave of Machpela in Hebron, where he buried her. Here he too was
buried, as were his son Isaac and wife Rebecca, their son Jacob and his wife, Leah. (Rachel,



another of Jacob’s wives, is buried at Bethlehem.) Collectively they are known as the Patriarchs
and Matriarchs.“Iwill give thee money for the field; take it of me, and I will bury my dead there.
And Ephron answered Abraham, saying unto him,…the land is worth four hundred shekels of
silver…and Abraham weighed to Ephron the silver…”
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Louis D, “beautiful and informative. This is a beautiful book with many photos and maps. It gives
a good history of the area and the sites. It is too large to carry in a purse but easily fits in a small
daypack or tote so could be carried for a reference. It's a great overview before you tour and a
lovely keepsake. It's also a beautiful, informative book if you never get the opportunity to visit the
Holy Land.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Beautiful book!”

Dr. Edward Thompson, “excellent overview. well written and an interesting read”

b, “Five Stars. short easy history and great pics.”

Sid Salminis, “Concise clear, logically layed out - and very interesting .... Concise clear , logically
layed out - and very interesting.  Fills in large gaps most of us have .Highly recommended”

Seth J. Frantzman, “A Concise helpful guide. In A Historical Tour of the Holy Land Beryl Ratzer, a
veteran Israeli tour guide, has compiled a concise and approachable history of the Holy Land.
This is the third edition of the book, it is not clear what changes were made from the last
editions, however it is brought up to the present through a mention of 2009's Operation Cast
Lead.Ratzer writes that she desired not just to bring out a souvenir for tourists but a book "for
those interested in, or intrigued by, the long and often turbulent history of the Holy Land." The
monograph is organized chronologically by era, examining the history of the Land of Israel from
the earliest discoveries relating to man, such as Natufian (12,500-9,500 B.C) burial sites on the
Carmel, to the present. Beautiful maps and photos illustrate the Israelite Period (1200-56 B.C)
and a helpful table shows a list of all of the Kings of Israel and Judah and when they reigned.
There seems to be a slight lack of information on the pre-Israelite cities such as Tel Megiddo,
Hatzor and Dan. The map of the conquests of the Hasmonean dynasty could be improved by an
inclusion of indications of the sites of the interesting forts the Hasmoneans built in the Judean
desert.Ratzer's book is strongest when it comes to photos and the use of period quotes to guide
the reader through the numerous sites. The reader is invited to see the Holy Land variously
through the eyes of Mark Twain (1867) and Sennacherib (704 B.C). For those looking for a short
history of the Holy Land, perfect as a gift or for tourists, this is a wonderful volume and a
welcome contribution.Seth J. Frantzman”

Lois Weisberg, “Historical Reference - Travel Guide. Traveling through time from the prehistoric
Stone Age to the present day, this reference book provides a wealth of information about Israel:-
Charts and maps depicting the change in ownership of land including possession by the twelve
tribes of Israel, the Greek Empire, Roman Empire, Ottoman Empire, and British Mandate with



details of the Jewish immigration until 1948 when the current state of Israel was born-
References to biblical stories pointing out landmarks with photographs of historical sights from
both the Old Testament and the New Testament- Details about the Crusades, wars and
conflicts, and specifics about the ongoing Palestinian disputeA Historical Tour of the Holy Land
is an excellent travel guide. My only complaint is that it is a mere 160 pages. It is astounding
that such a small geographical area of the world could hold so much treasured history. It is an
impossible task to document all the details of the history of the holy land in any one publication.
This book gives just enough information to whet the appetite for further research. And if one is
fortunate enough to visit Israel, Ratzer's guide enhances the intimate view of the exalted,
sacred, holy land.”

Gidon Katz, “this is a present for a good friend living in the UK. I have a copy , this is a present
for a good friend living in the UK.”

The book by Beryl Ratzer has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 23 people have provided feedback.
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